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       MOUNTAINEERING 

      ASSOCIATION 

   OF SERBIA 

 

BMUMOC 2017 

Balkan Mountaineering Union’s  Mountaineering Orienteering 

Competition 

Regulations 

 

General 

Mountaineering orienteering competition presents review of achievments, knowledge, skills and 

preparedness of the individual  members of the mountaineering associations which are members of the 

Balkan Mountaineering Union (BMU) for using maps and technical tools  for safe movement in the nature for 

quick navigation on the unknown terrain, specially in mountain landscape.  

Competitors needs to show their skills and theoretical knowledge which refers to competitive orientation as 

well as in mountaineering in complete.  

Competition is in teams, devided in daily and  night races and solving practical and theoretical problems. 
In the interpretation and using these Regulations the participants, organizers and members of  jury must be 
fair. 
 
All competitors must have corresponding  health  and sport insurance, which enable help in accidental 
cases.  
 
Competition will be held in every metheo conditions! 

Official language is English. 

All competitors participate on their own risk (responsibility). 

 

The Rights to Participate 

The right to participate have members of the national mountaineering associations which are members of the 

BMU.  

The athlets must be active members what they approve with valid  individual member’s identity card with 

paid memberfee for current year. 

Registration of the teams carry out national associations with statement that all individual members are their 

members with paid yearly fee for current year and that they have appropriate health and sport insurance. 

 

Categories 

In the competition, can participate teams consisting of three (3), four (4) or five(5)  individual members, 

classified in four categories  regardless of the sex of the participants and is: 

 

Pioneers (M & F):                  up to 15 years old (born in 2002. and later) 
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Juniors (M & F):                     up to 18 years old (born in 1999 and later) 

Seniors(M & F):                      over 18 years old (born in 1999 and earlier) 

Veterans(M & F):                     over 45 years old (born in 1972 and earlier) 

 

Older competitors can not compete in younger category. 

Each association can register two teams per category. 

If association notify more than two teams in each category, only two best places in this category will be take 

in account (scored). 

 

Trail  Lengths and Upgrades 

For the daily competition trail lengths should be in the following limits: 

• Pioneers (M & F)              up to  4 km air line  

• Juniors (M & F)              from  6 to 8 km air line 

• Seniors (M & F)              from 10 to 12 km air line 

• Veteran (M & F)                        from 6 to 8 km air line 

For the night competition, the lengths should be 40% shorter. 

Ascent on the whole course can’t be more than 5% of the total length of course along of the shortest logicalal 
route.  

 

Number of Checkpoints 

Number of checkpoints (CP – in Serbian KT) depends of the category, map scale, conception for the course l 
and can be less than 30 CP. 

The number of checkpoints includes sum of all checkpoints, for team, for individuals and finish point. 

 

Moving on the Trail 

The competitors of one team move like a team or at the given  sections individually.  Checkpoints must be 

located in the given order.  

Sections which have to be run across individually, could be at maximum 60% of total trail length.  

Some sections of the trail could be fast parts or parts with the given time. 

All competitors from one team, during the course have to  move within the total distance  from one to the 

other which allows a mutual verbal contacts.  The maximum distance among the team members is 30 

meters. 

The team can’t  use the help neither  to cooperate with the other  persons on course nor to follow the other 

teams. 

Each team, if notice that any competitor is in danger or injured, should give up from competition and in every 

possible way help her/him. One team no need to be punished  for  breaking the rules during giving help or 

informing the organizer about such case. 

 

Respect to Landscape and Property 

The competitors must respect  public and private property. 

a) Competitors are not dared to go over planted surfaces or any other area which is marked by the 

organizers as forbidden area. 

b) Competitors should be at the reasonable distance from  residential and  auxiliary objects. 
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c) Competitors should take care  when  crossing the fences,  crossing over solid pillars  or among 

wires.  Each team should leave the gates in the same stage as they found them before passing 

through. 

d) It is not permitted to leave  or throw garbage. 

e) It is forbidden for the competitors to make fire on the terrain which is foreseen for competition. 

f) Participants must not smoke on the trail 

g) The competitors should not  harm too much or disrupt  flora and/or fauna. 

h) Dogs and any weapons are strongly forbidden at the competition. 

 

Competition Time 

Competition team has to pass the trail in given time. Each minute after given time up to maximum allowed 

time, brings two penalty points (-2 points per minute). 

The teams which exceed maximum allowed time for passing course, which should be  double of ideal time, 

will be disqualified. 

 

Start 

The teams start in the time intervals of 5 to 10 min. 

The teams from different categories can have the same starting time. 

Order of team starts is defined by drawing the start numbers. 

Minimum  interspace between two teams from the same association must be at least 20 minutes.  

At the start position the team gets information how long they can stay on the course, maximum time without 
disqualification and given time after which follows the penal points.   

The maximum time defines the organizer. 

 

Equipment 

Competition equipment  the participants adapt  to individual need for passing through woody and 

mountainous terrain, independently of weather conditions, taking care about climate conditions, conditions of 

terrain for competition and organizer’s recommendation. 

Each team bring with themselves: 

1. backpack 

2. mountaineering identity card and health card or health insurance 

3. compass 

4. accessories for solving the tasks1) 

5. basic set for the first aid2) 

6. water and food for one meal 

7. each competitor compete in high-cut hiking boots 

 
1) Accessories for solving the tasks contains obligatory: 1 lead pencil, 1 rubber, 2 triangle rulers,  

1  ruler, 1 protractor and 1 divider. 

2) Basic set for the first aid contains obligatory: 2 pcs of triangle scarve, 4 pcs of first bandanges (turns), 

4 pcs of gauzes whose dimensions are 10 x 10 cm, adhesive patch whose width is 2 to 4 cm, 

package of adhesive patches and astro foil. 

If the team separates during the course, each competitor from the team should have  cited equipment. 

Using of any type of geolocation devices, which show or give sound information about participant’s location 

is forbidden.   

Carryng other navigation devices, including GPS devices, mobile phones, computer devices of any kind, 

pedometers and altimeters is prohibited. 
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Maps 

For  the competition, it can be used the following topographical, mountaineering or special prepared maps 

with the possible scales: 1:20.000 / Е10м, 1:25.000 / Е10м, 1: 40.000 / Е20м or 1:50.000 / Е20м. 

On the map should be displayed scale, equidistance, coordinate network or magnetic north lines,  

designation of magnetic north, year of the last complement of the map, locations of the checkpoints, places 

for refreshing if it is not at the CP as well as the prohibited areas and prohibited paths (if they exist). 

Identification numbers of the checkpoints should be specified in order of visits and in according the 

upgrading row: CP-1, CP-2, CP-3, and so on, with overjumping the serial number  for the CP which will be 

defined i.e. drawn in, according to the solved tasks. 

The map should be printed in at least 4 (four) colors, by the process which provides good readability under 

natural and artificial light. 

Organizer is obliged to inform the competitors about the time when the map was complemented, about any 

(eventual) map failing and prohibited areas or dangerous  for passing (moving).  

Each competitor of the team should get a copy of the competition map, regardless of the number of 

competitors in one team. 

If, for the team is foreseen separation, at the place for separation, the competitors get other maps with all 

checkpoints drawn  in which they have to find independently. 

 

Plotting the CP on the map 

Competitors in category Pioneers get the map with all CP drawn. 

Competitors in other categories get the maps with some CP drawn  on the map and the task, according 
solving them, plot the rest of CP.  Position of the CP can be given as:  

- intersection of two azimuths or contra-azimuths  
- intersection of azimuth and/or contra-azimuth  
- azimuth or contra-azimuth and distance 
- intersection of azimuth or contra-azimuth with X or Y coordinate  
- and so on.  

The task can contain maximum oof three such CP which can’t be attached one after the other.  

The maps should be protected from moisture and  damage. 

If there exist topographic and/or mountaineering maps with the terrain for competition, organizer is obliged to 

provide links to such sources or to present  a copy of the  corresponding  maps on the website of competition 

and on the bulletin board on the day of competition. 

Using of the maps which give additional information which are not published on the map for competition is 

forbidden during the competition. 

 

Checkpoints 

Checkpoints (CP), at the terrain will be marked with orange/white flag consisting of three square with 
dimensions 30 x 30 cm, and with reflecting surfaces for night competition. 
 
The flag should be visible  from the distance of 25 meters from the most directions at clear daily light.  

The flags should be at the heigth between 0,5 and 1,5 meter above the ground.and easily available. 

 

CP Visit Validation  

At the competition, it is possible to use SportIdent (SI) electronic system for validation of checkpoints or 
mechanical system  of validation by punching perforation device.  

If one uses electronic system for validation of checkpoints, at the checkpoint must be also available spare  

mechanical system with perforation. 
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If  SI  station does not work (for any reason) or it seems it does not work, the team must use mechanical 

system.  

All members of the team must be on the checkpoint and certify their presence by system of certification, in 

the maximum  time interval of 30 sec. 

Competitors can not tendencially have a rest in the circle of 100 (one hundred) meters of checkpoint. 

 

Competitor’s task 

Competitor’s task should consist so that it will show skill, theoretical and practical knowledge which refers on 
sport orientation, physical preparedness, as well as on the mountaineering in general. 

Task can cover solving of practical and theoretical tests from:  

 orientation – finding CP on terrain with map and compass 
 plotting of given places on the map according to given parameters and/or text descriptions 
 first aid 

- theoretical questions 

- practical first aid 
 mountaineering 

- test about general knowledge of mountains and mountaineering 

- danger in mountains 

- knowing of vegetal and animal world 
 mountaineering skills 

- knots knowing … 
 meteorology 

 

Controllers 

Controllers are defined by the Commission for orientation or the organizer of competition. 

Controllers can be disposed on some CP and they have to note time of the team pass or individual and to 

distribute new tasks or maps for the next section of the trail.  

If, there is need to keep the team at the CP, controller take care about the time of keeping and notice the 

time of arrival and departure.  

Controllers also control is the team complete at start, at course, during verification of the CP and at the  finish 

line. 

At CP controllers have no right to interfere with or to slow down the competitors. 

They have to be quiet, to wear inconspicuous clothes and they should not  help the competitors in finding 

checkpoints. 

CP can be also without controller (so called “dead” CP), and in that case, the team verify the point by 

themselves. 

 

Finish and Time Keeping 

At the finish, all members of the team have to verify themselves by the electronic station at the finish line.  

Finish time is measured in the moment when the last competitor from one team finishes verifying. The time is 

rounded of to the next full minute for each started minute. 

Total spent time on the course can be stated in hours and minute or only in minutes. 

If team or any competitor wants to give up for any reason, complete team has to return to the finish line and 

inform the organizer about the facts. 

 

Scoring 

Total number of scores presents sum of points captured on all bases. 
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 Description of the Activity Points 

1.  Each right practical or theoretical answer + 5, or + 10 

2.  Additional points for each female member in a team + 5 

3.  Additional points for teams which has more than 3 
competitors in a team: 

 

 - team with four members + 5 

 - team with five members + 10 

4.  Penalty point for the lack of  equipment (for each item of 
the equipment, for each member of a team) 

- 5 

5.  Team without first aid set - 15 

6. On the basis of found and verified number of the CP/KT::   

 - All CP are found + 100  

 - 1 CP not found - 50  

 - 2. CP not found   -100  

 - 3 CP and more not found  -150 

7.  Each minute on course longer than the given time - 2 

8. On the basis of time spent on the course the teams get the 
following points: 

 

 - First time (the shortest time of passing course) +100  

 - Second time    +70  

 - Third time +50  

 - Forth time  +20  

 - Fifth time and other times 0  

 

 

Results  

Final result is obtained when all points are totalized  for the carried out tasks (equipment, pass of the course, 

practical tasks and tests solving). 

Preliminary results are announced as soon as it is possible after arriving all teams, but not later than 30  up 

to 60 min from the closing finish line/ maximum allowed time expired. 

Results need to be published:  with starting number of the team, name of the team, names of the team 

members, name of the country,  total number of gathered points and penalty points for each task, along with 

total placement in category.  

Together with results of the teams, and total placement of the countries should be announced  on the basis 

of the amount of points won from teams from that country. In this sum of points will be accounted  only the 

points from the teams which are not disqualified. 

Results are preliminary, until the eventual complaints are solved. 

 

Disqualification 

Disqualification appears  when: 

 the given time is exceeded 
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 team does not enter the CP or finish line all together  

 team break this Regulations. 

 

About the disqualification decides Jury of the competition. 

Disqualified team also has to be published on the result list. 

 

Complaints 

Complaints on the organization of competition or respect of the regulations from the team side, submit in the 

written form  on English language in 30 min after coming of the team on finish line. 

Compliant should be submitted by the team leader or leader of the representation of the association, to 

whom the team belongs. 

 

Jury 

Each report about breaking the rules from the team against organizers of the competition has to be 

considered by the jury which consists of three members, before the final publish of the results. Jury, consists 

from enough experienced  and qualified competitors, nominate from the organizer  before competition start. 

Members of the jury whom the organizer has choosen need to fulfill the following criteria: 

 Members of the jury need to be from the different national associations 

 Memebers of the team that puts the complaint, to submit a report or which it refers, should not participate 

in the jury 

 Members of the organizer should not be in jury 

 Noone member  of the jury should not have interest for the decision of jury in such volume, that the 

disqualification of any team (which is under  consideration) will produce the movement of the team (of 

this member) on one of the three first places in any category. 

 Organizers and course setters will be on dispose to jury during consideration of the complaints. 

Jury decision is final. 

 

Doping 

Doping is strictly forbidden. 

Doping is defined as existing one or more infringements of anti-doping rules which are predicted in World 

anti-doping codex and in the rules of  competent national sport association. 

 

Belgrade, 2017.06.31. 

 

    President of PSS’ Commission for                                                PSS (MAS) President  

Mountaineering Orientation Competition   

 

               Vladislav Matković                                                                    Boris M. Mićić 

 


